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San ctuary A l m an ac: State of Nature, State of Mi n d
By Jim Stapleton

Dog Ear Publishing, United States, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Sanctuary Almanac brings into the new
millennium the finest nature writing in the grand tradition of William Bartram, Henry David
Thoreau, and John Burroughs-the pursuit of natural history in the original Greek sense of historyas
an inquiryinto nature. Jim Stapleton probes, reflects, and fully immerses himself in the natural
world in such a transformative way that every day becomes joyously revelatory. The startling
originality of his observations makes us feel whisked onto a newly discovered planet that happens to
be named Earth. - Frank Bergon, author of Shoshone Mikeand editor of The Wilderness Reader I
love it .what a delightful tour Jim Stapleton gives of life through the seasons at the Slabsides
Sanctuary of writer-naturalist John Burroughs. In upstate New York, nestled between the Hudson
and the Catskills, Jim is witness to the seasons, marking time with all the life that swirls about him.
Any reader of this Almanac will inevitably become more observant (and protective) of the
Sanctuaries around and within each of us. - Donald Kroodsma, author of The Singing Life of Birds...
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Reviews
It is really an awesome ebook that I have ever read. It typically fails to expense a lot of. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Delphia Fa y
Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- K r istia n Na der
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